In the Nocturne expansion for Dominion, one of these people gives you 3 boons as long as you
don’t already have the “Lost in the Woods” status. A magic card named the “Feaster of” these
people is a 3/3 creature that has convoke and devour 2. The second time in a turn someone
plays a card in Dominion named for one of these people, they will receive 4 money. In Everdell,
one of these people can be placed in an opponent’s city, and will also make them lose 2 points.
Tevesh Szat is the doom of these people, and an alternate name for these people are jesters.
For 10 points, give this common medieval name given to people who employ witty jokes as a
form of entertainment.
Answer: Fools
A Valkyrie cursed a man to only eat dead animals for the rest of his life after that man
killed her lover by using this item. That man, Dag, obtained that item by making a
sacrifice (+) to a god. This item was used to break the sword Gram, which later led Gram’s
wielder, Sigmund, to die in battle. (*) The owner of this item used it to wound himself in a story
where he learns the runes and hangs from a tree. Forged by the Sons of Ivaldi, this weapon is
made of wood from Yggdrasil, has runes carved on its tip, and is said to never miss its mark
when thrown. For 10 points, name this spear of Odin.
Answer: Gungnir
In the YouTube video titled, “Dominion Tips and Tricks Ep. 001: The Best and Worst.cards”, one
of the main players states that he would buy the Village “even if it cost” this number. This is the
cost of the King’s Court, and the value of the most expensive resource in the board game
Concordia. This number is one more than the maximum number of trains someone can place in
one turn of Ticket to Ride. Players who often receive this amount of money in a turn of Dominion
can be considered unlucky, because it is one money away from being able to purchase a game
winning card. For 10 points, give the amount of cards that you draw at the start of a Magic: the
Gathering game.
Answer: seven
When Brunhild was twelve years old, a king named Agnar took a magic shirt of this
animal from her. A woman partially named for this animal was trampled to death by a
horse after Bikki accused her of having an affair with that king’s son Randver. (+) That
woman was the daughter of Sigurd and Gudrun, but was raised by king Jonakr. Valkyries can be
alternately named after these animals, (*) which are rarely seen elsewhere in Norse mythology.
This bird partially titles a Salvador Dali painting that depicts animals looking into a pool of water.
For 10 points, name this titular bird of a famous balle who’s music was composed by
Tchaikovsky.
Answer: swans

Many Germanic sagas tread the line between history and mythology. For 10 points each,
answer the following about the historical counterparts to characters that appear in the Volsunga
Saga.
Part 1. Brunhild’s brother, Atli, is supposedly the most famous leader of these people. He
earned the nickname “The Scourge of God”, and was convinced not to sack Roem by Pope
Leopold I.
Answer: the Huns
Part 2. One of the sons of Jonakr, Erp, is related to this barbarian soldier, who’s overthrowing of
the Roman emperor Romulus Augustulus was seen as the end of the Western Roman Empire.
Answer: Flavius Odoacer
Part 3. Two other sons of Jonakr, Hamdir and Sorli, got revenge on king Jormunrek, who was a
king of this Germanic group. This group was formed under the family of Theodoric the Great.
Answer: The Ostrogoths

